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Paolo Fiorani

Managing Director
HMI/SCADA

Dear Reader Friends,

This edition of our ProgeaMag is very special.  It is the 
first edition of a new era in which Progea becomes 
part of the Emerson group and starts celebrating 30 
years in operation.  Let’s start by going in order of 
events.  Firstly, we have just left behind a very difficult 
year, one that we will never forget for changing the 
way we live and work.  A difficult year that started 
with the first worrying news in February 2020 that 
the Coronavirus in Wuhan had begun to spread to 
other countries.  Since then, we have just come out 
of the second lockdown, while some countries have 
gone into a third lockdown, hoping that our lives and 
the global economy will soon return to normality.  
2020 will not only be remembered by Progea for 
the global impact of Covid-19 but also for the new 
management takeover in our corporate business 
life.  In June 2020, two years of work bore fruit to 
the long anticipated Movicon.NExT version 4.0.  and 
the new WebHMI product.  It has been the start of a 
transformation process for all our software solutions 
based on the innovative Automation Platform.NExT 
technology, with support extended to .NET Core and 
therefore Linux.  Last year’s real turning point was 
the acquisition of Progea by the Emerson Group.  In 
October, Progea with headquarters in Modena and 
branches in Switzerland, Germany and the United 
States, became part of the Machine Automation 
Solution division of the multinational global leader 
in automation.  Progea was chosen by Emerson to 
complete its offerings in the automation market, 
especially for the manufacturing sector.  This is great 
recognition of the work and efforts made throughout 
our 30 years of activity. 

The accomplished set goals and your trust fills us 
with pride when we look at our reality as it stands 
today and all that we have achieved since 1991, when 
Claudio and I started this adventure. 
All of this, as always, drives us to give even more, 
fully aware of the responsibility we bear to provide 
continuous improvement.  Progea’s goals are 
steadfast and we continue, as we have always done, to 
work pursuing our path towards innovation.  
We are currently working on the next version 4.1. of 
Movicon.NExT, which will be released in June as an 
Emerson brand product with new functionalities, 
many of which you will see in the fast-advancing 
WebHMI product.  
We aim to reach levels never seen before in the world 
of SCADA/HMI, by further enhancing our platform 
that has already given us a lot of work satisfaction.  
We work each day not only to support you but to 
welcome your suggestions on how to make the 
product even more performing, easier to use, faster 
and more scalable supporting Linux.  The Progea 
Team, of which we are greatly proud of, works 
tirelessly to offer you better software solutions in the 
field of industrial automation.
We hope to see you soon and shake hands in person 
and this might be possible in the yet to be confirmed 
forthcoming Parma SPS tradefair in July. We are all 
counting on it. 
I wish all of you and your families a year of good 
health, safety and satisfaction in both your personnal 
and working lives.  We remain optimistic that these 
very strange times will soon behind us.  As always, 
thank you for having faith in us. 

Have a good read and good work!
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Another milestone: 
Progea celebrates 30 years in business 

We have grown into the habit of always looking ahead, 
thinking to the future, and planning.  However, this 
time we are going to take a moment to reflect on 
the past.  Sometimes, it can be useful to stop a while 
and take a look at the road we have travelled and left 
behind us and what we have done while doing so in 
these last 30 years.   
We asked Paolo, co-founder of Progea, to tell us the 
history of the company which went into operation at 
the end of 1990. “My brother Claudio and I were young 
and knew little of what the future would bring when 
we decided to quit our jobs as automation software 
system design engineers to start up a business of our 
own. Without too much thought, we created our own 
company and called it Progea, inspired by the concept 
of ‘Progettazione Applicata’, which means ‘Applied 
Design’ in English”. The small company went officially 
into operation on 1st January 1991. “We setup two 
design engineering desks in a small shop in Modena, 
which previously belonged to a hairdresser, and 
started work”, continues Paolo.  Today, Progea is an 

international reality with several oversea branches, and 
headquarters in Via D’Annunzio which is completely 
different from the small shop they started out in and 
which now owned by a bike mechanic. “We first began 
developing projects for PLCs and robotic systems, then 
went onto developing projects for visualization and 
supervision systems when PCs with Windows 3.11 
onboard embarked upon the industrial supervision 
sector.  In 1993, Claudio’s brainchild was born, the 
Progea Monitoring Environment (P.M.E.) project.  This 
was a configurable visualization system written in C for 
Windows 3.11 16-bit operating systems”, says Paolo
The project then continued in the new name of 
Movicon (Monitoring, Vision & Control), a SCADA/
HMI software platform for supervision, monitoring 
and control solutions.  Due to its success, it soon 
became the company’s core business in which the 
company invested all their resources. This is when 
the real adventure of both the company and the 
product started. The company hired new personnel 
to form a highly motivated team which grew to 

Andrea Di Talia

Marketing and Communications
HMI/SCADA
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become the Center of Excellence it is today.  Paolo 
tells us that, “When we first went into operation, we 
didn’t really expect to get such results despite our 
continuous efforts to face challenges with the spirit that 
now distinguishes us by, innovation and continuous 
improvement”. Between 1999 and 2011, the company 
decided to expand it international presence, which it 
had consolidated in its homeland Italian market and 
gained success across the border leading to the opening 
of new branches in Germany and Switzerland and 
further afield in the USA.  Movicon X was launched on 
the international scene in 2008 and Progea innovated 
the industrial automation sector by offering scalability 
towards Windows CE panels, which allowed them to 
promote their software technology as a benchmark 
in this sector, offering unprecedented openness and 
scalability.  In 2014, a courageous decision was made 
to completely redesign a new platform, without 
compromise, based on .NET and OPC UA. 
The company’s visionary spirit led them on a daring 
and challenging road, unhindered by technological 
compromise, to boldly venture where no one had gone 
before.  Movicon.NExT was soon launched, a completely 
new software platform that intends to create new 
paradigms and levels of scalability.  Even though a 
difficult and demanding road to venture down, Movicon 
has made its stand as cutting-edge SCADA/HMI 
technology in today’s world, one that is unparalleled 
and aroused the interest of the leading players in the 
world of automation. 

Today, with its brand new and modern headquarters 
in Modena, the company has grown from its two initial 
founders into a team of more than 55 employees 
operating from four branches. Its growth never ceases. 
New products have been developed on the Movicon.
NExT software platform technology for new market 
sectors.  Pro.Lean and Pro.Energy are two of these 
new products and have been designed as solutions for 
performance analysis and MES applications.  Connext is 
another product which has been designed as a solution 
for the connectivity and IIoT gateway applications. 
The company’s plan of growth continues to develop in 
unison with the expanding market and such dynamism 
and innovation that has not gone unnoticed.  In 2019, 
the Emerson Group, a leading multinational group in 
the automation sector, took interest in the company 
and began negotiations which ended on the 1st 
October 2020 with the acquisition of the company.  
Paolo Fiorani concludes, “We are proud to have joined 
Emerson’s Machine Automation Solutions Division. It is 
a great opportunity for all of us and a further guarantee 
for customers. Now in 2021, we are here to celebrate 
this important milestone together with you who have 
always trusted us, chosen and supported us, together 
with our old and new colleagues, to celebrate 30 years 
of activity and the beginning of a new era. 

A heartfelt thanks to the whole team and to all of you 
for this fantastic adventure!” 
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Emerson Expands Industrial Automation 
Control and Software

Jeremy Bustin

Public Relations Manager

Emerson announced it has completed the acquisition 
of the Progea Group, an industry-leading provider 
of industrial internet of things (IIoT), plant analytics, 
human machine interface (HMI) and supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA) technologies.
The addition of Progea’s capabilities in analytics, 
industrial visualization and IIoT will build upon 
Emerson’s embedded software and control portfolio 

for manufacturing, infrastructure and building 
automation applications and enable customers to 
streamline comprehensive machine and plant control 
systems to a single partner. This acquisition will help 
bridge a critical customer technology gap by lowering 
total cost of ownership and reducing the barriers that 
come with working across multiple vendors to drive 
more successful digital transformation and integration.
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Emerson Expands Industrial Automation 
Control and Software

“The acquisition of Progea strengthens our ability 
to provide customers with an integrated package of 
control, visualization and IoT to help our customers 
improve overall equipment efficiency and accelerate 
their digital transformation journey,” said Lal 
Karsanbhai, executive president of Emerson’s 
Automation Solutions business.“Progea’s capability 
and expertise in machine and plant-level visualization 
and analytics provide customers with a flexible, scalable 
solution for their programmable logic controller (PLC) 
applications in discrete and hybrid markets.”

About Emerson 
Emerson, headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri (USA), is a 
global technology and engineering company providing 
innovative solutions for customers in industrial, 
commercial and residential markets. Our Automation 
Solutions business helps process, hybrid and discrete 
manufacturers maximize production, protect personnel 
and the environment while optimizing their energy 
and operating costs. Our Commercial & Residential 
Solutions business helps ensure human comfort and 
health, protect food quality and safety, advance energy 
efficiency and create sustainable infrastructure. For 
more information visit Emerson.com.
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The entry of Progea into the Emerson group sees 
some protagonists of this important transition. 
Let’s start with Richard Carpenter, general manager 
of product management at machine automation 
solutions, a reference figure and great expert in 
industrial automation.

Richard Carpenter
General Manager Product Managment

Could you introduce yourself and your career   
history into Emerson?
I have been with Emerson for 2 years now, first as the 
GM of Product Management and now Leading the 
Machine Automation Solutions software portfolio. 
Prior being with what is now Emerson’s machine 
automation solutions business I was with GE Intelligent 
platforms as the CTO and Chief of Strategy of the 
Proficy software products.

How do you know the first time Progea?
Our global services team were aware of Progea 
based on some good projects they had completed in 
various regions. 

Based on these results we reached out to the Progea 
team to get a formal introduction to the products 
and discuss possible options together.  We first met 
approximately one year before the acquisition.

What do you see in Movicon.NExT?
Movicon.NExT is a great product. Truly the first product 
in the industry to simultaneously support Industrial IIoT, 
Connectivity, Local HMI, SCADA, Augmented Reality, 
and Plant Analytics from a single and well-integrated 
platform. Providing this in an operating system 
independent format on the latest OPC UA and Web 
Technology is game changing in the industry.

How Movicon.NExT will implement and    
upgrade the Emerson solutions portfolio?
Emerson has strong controls, operator interface, and 
industrial PC business. Movicon.NExT augments all 
of these areas well. It is a software platform that can 
be bundled with Panel PC and Industrial PC products 
to provide a rich out of the box experience for our 
customers. The product also works well with our 
PACSystems control system products as a local HMI 
or full SCADA system providing a way to visualize and 
operate the equipment on a modern automation 
platform. Finally, Movicon.NeXT brings significant new 
capabilities in the form of Lean and Energy Analytics in 
order to help customers with reducing their costs while 
increasing throughput and quality.

Which projects do you have for the Solutions   
offered by Progea?
We have a variety of projects from Manufacturing, to 
Machine OEMs, to key Infrastructure and sustainability 
projects where Movicon is a great fit.   As this is an 
application development platform, it can be used 
across industries. The product scales very well allowing 
Emerson to provide HW / SW bundle options such as 
running the local HMI on the Emerson family of PLCs 
with embedded IIoT capabilities.

The Protagonists of a Transition

Andrea Di Talia

Marketing and Communication
HMI/SCADA
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We thank Richard and now meet Derek Thomas, vice 
president, marketing and strategy for Emerson’s 
machine automation solutions business. His role and 
his strategic decisions have been crucial in recent 
months for the delicate integration phase of our 
team within Emerson.

Derek Thomas
VP Marketig and Strategy

Could you introduce yourself and your career   
history into Emerson?
I have been with Emerson for nine (9) years in a series 
of marketing and strategy roles across multiple 
businesses.  I joined Emerson in 2012, after having 
previously worked in the consumer products industry 
and completing my MBA, as an analyst in our corporate 
headquarters working on customer segmentation 
and analytics.  In 2013, I moved into marketing for 
Emerson’s Industrial Automation platform, bringing 
together my technical and marketing experience to 
develop a new, unified strategy for our industry leading 
portfolio of products and brands.  After the realignment 
of the company in 2015, I took on expanded 
responsibilities for marketing strategy and research, 
including leading three (3) strategic acquisitions to 
build out our capabilities in discrete automation.  Today, 
I am responsible for global marketing, strategy and 
product management for the machine automation 
solutions business

How do you know the first time Progea?
I first met Paolo and the Progea team in the summer 
of 2019 after a recommendation from one of our 
sales leaders to investigate the company.  

After a few initial conversations about potential 
collaboration, I visited with the team at the SPS show 
in Nuremberg in November last year.  Emerson was 
also exhibiting at the show, and I came away incredibly 
impressed with technology and people of Progea.  
After only a few visits, it was clear that there was a 
promising connection with which we could build a 
lasting relationship and strong future together. 

What do you see in Progea?
With Progea, I saw a couple very important elements.  
First, I saw a team with tremendous passion and 
knowledge for automation and a deep commitment 
to innovative thinking.  Secondly, I saw a team that 
undertook the significant challenge to replatform 
and modernize its key product line and deliver 
with excellence.  These factors showed me that the 
Progea team had a similar DNA to Emerson, with an 
uncompromised commitment to providing leading 
technology and serving customers with the best 
possible solutions.  

What do you think about the technology    
used by Progea in its software solutions?
The technology used by Progea is some of the most 
modern software on the market.  We looked very 
carefully at the software solutions and we believe the 
technology is very competitive against best-in-class and 
provides a strong foundation for us to build upon and 
grow together.  I also appreciate the modular approach 
to solutions, from connectivity, to machine HMI to 
SCADA and IIoT, which creates unique flexibility and 
capability to help customers solve their challenges.

What will be the future for Progea and this    
solutions portfolio with the acquisition?
I believe there is a tremendous opportunity to leverage 
the technology from Progea to strength our ability to 
provide complete hardware and software solutions to 
our customers.  Progea provides immediate upgrade 
possibility to our Machine HMI as well as significant 
enhancements to our PACEdge platform.  Furthermore, 
Movicon.NexT is a powerful platform for our customers 
as they digitally transform their operations that we can 
continue to build upon as a cornerstone of our business. 
It will be very important for our teams to quickly come 
together so that we can maximize the potential of our 
people and technology to create new opportunities and 
beat the competition. I am excited to have the Progea 
team as part of Emerson and I look forward to visiting 
Modena as soon as possible to celebrate together. I 
want to welcome all of you to Emerson and wish you a 
long and successful career with us. 
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We thank Derek and get to know our colleague, 
Marco Severini, who joined Progea as global sales 
manager in March 2020 and was immediately 
involved in the integration process in Emerson. An 
important figure for Progea, whose thirty years of 
experience in the automation software sector and his 
technical background as a programmer make him a 
reference for everyone.

Marco Severini
Global Sales Manager  - HMI/SCADA

Could you introduce yourself and your 
career history?
For 30 years, I played multiple roles in program and 
project management, R&D coordination, sales, and 
business management for highly specialized industrial 
automation solutions applied to various industries, 
mainly in the concrete and building materials 
industries throughout Europe, Russia, Middle East, 
India, China, and South America. I have technical 
training and a background in industrial automation. 
My career has given me significant exposure to a 
comprehensive understanding of the design and 
implementation of automatic control systems to 
industrial processes and machinery, from small stand-
alone solutions to complex and layered projects 
involving a wide range of technologies.

How did you hear of Progea and 
Movicon  for the first time in your career?
It was about 1998 when my company, at the time 
a system integrator in the construction materials 
industry, was looking for a SCADA platform we could 
use on a raw material monitoring project. I then had 
the opportunity to experience Movicon’s flexibility 
and the technical support team’s quality on some 
other projects for animal feed and IoT.

During the acquisition of Progea into the    
Emerson Group, what is your role?
Besides the usual coordination and development of 
international sales, I help integrate Progea’s sales and 
fulfillment teams into the Emerson structure and scale, 
a challenging but fascinating objective.

How do you feel about this new challenge?
Very excited and enthusiastic. I am glad and honored 
to be helping shape this new chapter for Progea. The 
challenges are many, and they are further complicated 
by the limits and risks imposed by the ongoing 
pandemic. Still, I am confident the whole team will 
succeed in pulling through this phase and emerge 
strengthened, more efficient, and with an even more 
robust product.

Which project do you think will stem from    
the Emerson acquisition?
Our products and services fit perfectly in Emerson’s 
portfolio, and we can already see several opportunities 
materializing with the offering of hardware+software 
bundles in the Edge, IIoT, and Operator Interface 
segments, along with many exciting opportunities in 
project services, where the scalability of the Movicon 
platform, the expertise of our technical team and 
project managers coupled with the global Emerson 
reach and capability, will rapidly increase Movicon’s 
global footprint.
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Technological evolution is essential for staying 
competitive in the world of automation. 
This not only means introducing new functions or 
improving technology, but it also means having 
courage and determination to face new challenges, to 
rethink the results of one’s work, place it under scrutiny 
to face the challenges of new technological frontiers.  
This is the only way to see what was unforeseeable 
before. Progea offers Movicon.NExT, excellent 
technology for Smart Factories and the best software 
solution for every business need. 

Ilaria Varenna

Marketing and Communication
HMI/SCADA

The role of SCADA systems in 
digitalizing processes
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Movicon.NExT is a new software, completely 
redesigned on future-proof technology and is the fruit 
of Progea’s thirty years of experience in the industrial 
automation software sector, where it now stands as a 
new benchmark. 
The Platform.NExT platform, on which Movion.NExT 
is based, was conceived to exceed the limited use of 
traditional SCADA/MES/HMI technologies by offering 
new generation software solutions. 
The possibility for devices to communicate with each 
other in modern Smart Factories is at the core of the 
Industry 4.0 and IoT digital revolution.  
The Platform.NExT platform technology offers 
manufactures and engineers to significantly increase 
their efficiency, quality and flexibility.  Movicon.
NExT offers an intuitive configuration environment 
that allows the creation of even the most complex 
projects that integrate both the Movicon system’s 
functional models and those developed by third 

parties. Configuration, communication, visualization, 
recording, analysis, security, control, and distribution of 
information enterprise-wide across all levels, whether 
locally or geographically distributed, are at a hand’s 
reach in a platform that offers the advantages of full 
integration and plug-in modularity.
Progea offers extremely open and scalable software 
solutions that can interconnect any business 
managerial system to any production plant to 
manage its supervision and running, planning and 
traceability.  It provides companies with purpose-built 
and preconfigured production analysis tools which 
are essential for continuous improvement of process 
performance across all production, management and 
maintenance levels. 
The Progea software platforms are based on the most 
modern and innovative technology, which include 
Movicon.NExT, Pro.Lean and Connext.
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Matteo Incerti

Area Sales Manager
HMI/SCADA

The importance of automation in returning 
industries back to normality post Covid-19 

Automation is one of the key components helping 
small and medium sized enterprises get through 
these difficult times and eventually back to normality 
after Covid-19. A component that is increasingly 
important, especially during Covid-19, to ensure 
companies continue running their business while 
facing the difficulties caused by the pandemic we are 
currently experiencing. 

Italy focused on automation
Today, Italy is the second European country after 
Germany among the largest robot users with an 
installed base of 74,000 units and comes sixth in 
the top 15 global ranking for the number of annual 
installations.  These data clearly reflect how Italian 
companies are increasingly becoming aware of the 
importance of automation.  This has also made evident 
by the 13% increase in sales of industrial robots which 
is seen as a real competitive advantage by both large 
enterprises and SMEs. 

Usefulness of Automation for SMEs
SMEs have been the most hit by the crisis in today’s 
current situation.  In respect to larger companies, they 
are, in fact, more vulnerable to market fluctuations. 
With the exception of some sectors such as 
food&beverage and pharmaceutical, where demand 
has pushed production, the Italian manufacturing 
sector has seen a stalemate cause by plant closures, 
but above all by the uncertainty of demand and 
production volumes.  It is this uncertainty that is driving 
SMEs towards more flexible automation that is less 
constrained to big volumes and one that can cope 
with a more varied production mix and adapt to ever-
changing demands.  

Smart Factories, the secret weapon of business 
continuity Smart factories are becoming more 
important to ensure business continuity especially 
when taking on new productivity challenges and 
maintaining a competitive role in the market.  Partly 
or completely automating industrial activities can 
streamline and speed up processes, increase quality, 
precision and reliability as well as innovate production 
and reduce any risk of errors or accidents.  Automation 
will be one of the key components that will help 
enterprises, especially the small to medium size ones, to 
face the current day difficulties in the best way possible, 
by supporting them along the path of productivity 
evolution to become more efficient and faster.  

Simplification first
Organizations are more frequently demanding 
solutions that permit them to manage more products, 
with speedy installation times and immediate 
productivity application.  Setup simplicity also plays a 
vital role in this as an increasing number of companies 
want direct control of the automation process for 
which they need straightforward tools with agile 
applications that are not complex but easy to use.   
Another important thing to take into account is that 
collaborative robotics help factories comply with 
the recent social distancing regulations due to the 
installation of automated devices that keep operators at 
a distance from each other.  
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Automation skills leading the future for enterprises 
We are now experiencing a science-fiction like setting 
that is slowly taking shape and consistency in a way 
that is more real and concrete.  However, in order for 
this fiction-like setting to become more of a reality, it 
inevitably needs to be leveraged with a qualified skilled 
workforce that should not only include production 
line operators and machine maintenance workers, but 
also new management staff equipped with the skills to 
approach these new productivity environments from a 
better perspective.  

Naturally, process innovation requires the creation 
of new professional figures in the company, such as 
programmers and maintenance managers, and a full 
immersion personnel training scheme to keep up with 
the new skills needed for handling robotics, industrial 
automation, artificial vision and security management, 
combined with a deep knowledge of advanced 
technology such as the Internet of Things, Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning.
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Giuseppe Bettini

Techinacal Manager
HMI/SCADA

Industry 4.0 and Cybersecurity

Industry 4.0 and cyber security are two hot topics in 
the Italian media and business world. They are closely 
linked with each other and should be taken seriously 
by those companies who do not want to be exposed 
to cyberattacks when implementing Industry 4.0 
solutions.  Cyber security technologies are designed 
to protect corporate IT systems from external attacks 
that cause loss of data or the compromise of sensitive 
data and information. 
Information is an essential asset that represents 
the value of the company and, therefore, must be 
protected in the best way possible. 
To ensure that your IT system is really cyber-attack 
proof, you will have to rely on companies that are 
specialized in identifying any vulnerabilities your 
system may have to external threats so that best 
technological solution for full protection can be 
implemented. The benefits of industry 4.0 are 
manifold and may be declined in: process, product, 
service and management innovation with significant 
impact on systems, products, information and 
people.  To obtain these benefits, companies should 
make full use of information technology that is 
now present in every business environment.  The 
extensive use of these IT solutions in the continuous 
connection of companies, however, opens many 
windows to the outside world and, therefore, 
makes them vulnerable to cyberattacks to steal 
information and know-how.  The first step towards 
obtaining IT security of your business eco-system 
is to increase your level of knowledge on the issues 
concerning security at all levels of your company, 
from the CEO to CTOs and all the company’s 
technicians and employees. To proceed in the best 
way to protect your company, you need to adopt a 
“security by design” model.  This means designing 
an infrastructure that takes into account the 
relevant security issues which is done by analyzing 
and assessing any possible risk factor and running 
a periodic review of the choices made to identify 
any countermeasures to be implemented. Creating 
insurmountable perimeters is not the solution.  

There are technologies which are particularly suitable 
for this purpose, such as virtualization, cloud, virtual 
desktop and thin clients, that work on credentials and 
access controls, incoming and outgoing data traffic 
and scheduled full backup, to allow quick and optimal 
data recovery and system restore whenever needed. 

Movicon.NExT and Cybersecurity
Movicon.NExT, Progea’s SCADA/HMI/MES platform, 
uses a sophisticated security system for system 
access that is composed of a user authentication 
management based on the use of Memberships.  
Thanks to this technology, the software platform can 
ensure maximum security in user management, while 
maintaining security provider openness.  This means 
that the user authentication management can be 
customized by customizing the provider management 
and using Windows Passport service with an 
integrated biometric recognition system, for instance, 
that conform to the IEC 62443-3-3 standard.

On 16th June 2020, Movicon.NExT was validated 
by the Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Italy with 
the LRC00001153/3547690 Rev 1 audit certificate 
for conforming with the IEC 62443-3-3 Industrial 
communication networks – Network and Security 
System – Part 3-3: System security requirements and 
security levels standard.
This is clear testimony that Movicon.NExT is a 
software platform specifically designed to meet 
all the security requirements necessary for I4.0 
automation systems and that it can be used to create 
IEC 62443-ready projects.
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Alberto Rabboni

I/O Interface Developer
HMI/SCADA

Released a New Driver for Fatek’s PLCs

Progea, as part of the Emerson group, has created a 
new native and integrated communication driver to 
allow Movicon.NExT users to connect to FATEL PLC 
products in a way that is simple, direct and intuitive. 
FATEK Automation Corp. (Fatek website link: https://
www.fatek.com/en)  resides in Taiwan and has been 
producing automation devices, and in particular FB 
and HB PLC series, since 1992. 
The FATEK PLCs are used in many areas for their 
simplicity of use and cost effectiveness.  This is 
the reason why Progea decided to create and 
integrate a native Ethernet communication driver 
in the  Movicon.NExT platform to offer FATEK users 
a platform that can connect directly and therefore 
reduce management costs and development times 
in SCADA and HMI systems based on the Movicon 
platform. The FATEK driver has already been tested 
and used in some applications successfully, and one 
of which includes the management system of the 
Potenza hospital in Italy. 

The Movicon.NExT FATEK driver allows the following 
PLCs to be interfaced in Ethernet:
- Fatek FBs-14MA
- Fatek FBs-CBEH
- Fatek B1-20MR25-024

The communication protocol supports direct access 
to all the PLC data areas and in particular: 

• X Input discrete
• Y Output relay
• M Internal relay
• S Step relay
• T Timer discrete
• C Counter discrete
• RT Timer Register
• RC Counter Register
• R Holding Register
• D Data Register
• F File Register

The new driver is integrated in the platform and can 
be downloaded from: https://www.progea.com/
software/, according to the Progea company policies.  
Those who wish to update their product and add 
the new driver to the existing driver library can be 
downloaded the driver directly from: https://www.
progea.com/i-o-driver-list-movicon-next/ 
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ISKI decided to use Movicon by Progea 
for the renovation of Kagithane Potable Water 
Treatment Plant that treats 25% of Instanbul’s 
water consumption.  

ISKI (Istanbul Su ve Kanalizasyon Idaresi, in English 
Istanbul Water and Sewerage Administration) is the 
public utility of the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality 
responsible for the water supply and sanitation in 
the city.  It was founded in 1981 when the urban 
population of Istanbul rose significantly due to the 
large migration waves from all around the country to 
the Turkish capital for economic and social reasons. 
Now the responsibility area of ISKI covers all the 
administrative borders of Istanbul province.
ISKI is currently serving within two Headquarters 
of General Directorate, as well as a Laboratory 
Building, and 29 Branch Offices under Department of 
Subscriber Affairs in various districts, and Technical 
Directorate Headquarters. Furthermore, there are 
service buildings related to operations within the 
grounds of pumping stations, network reservoirs, and 
more than 100 potable and wastewater treatment 
plants. Kontrolmatik Teknoloji Enerji ve Mühendislik 
A.S is a multidisciplinary engineering company, 
experienced in providing Operational Technology 
Solutions for infrastructure projects in power plants, 
electricity transmission and distribution facilities, 
oil & gas, industrial processes, and transportation 
sectors. Founded in 2007, Kontrolmatik is based 
in Istanbul, with offices in Germany, Dubai, Sudan, 
Kenya, Ethiopia, Iraq, Afghanistan, and Kazakhstan. 
With its young and highly flexible team of more than 
200 employees (60% are engineers), Kontrolmatik has 
been named the 37th largest system integrator in the 
world by Control Engineering, according to their just-
released System Integrator Giants 2020 List. 
With the ability to execute projects in 24 
different countries and especially in regions with 
harsh environmental conditions or developing 
infrastructures, the company is ready to collaborate 

with customers along the life cycle of projects.
Kontrolmatik’s greatest strength is in the ability to 
execute projects from engineering to manufacturing, 
including site installation and on-site test and 
commissioning. This allows Kontrolmatik to deliver 
fast solutions and reliable and high-quality results, at 
cost competitive prices. The offered services include 
consulting, feasibility studies, project management, 
multidisciplinary engineering design, construction 
management, procurement services, advanced 
process control, computerized plant information 
systems, software projects and support, plant start-
up and commissioning. Kontrolmatik can take a role 
in customer projects either from greenfield phase 
or extend its capabilities as business partner during 
brownfield phases.

The existing plant and the need of renovation
The whole potable water system of Istanbul is 
managed via a central command system called 
SCADA. All data on occupancy rate of water 
resources, rainfall, pressure values in potable water 
lines, water value in storage tanks are transferred 
instantly to the center, which can directly address 
to	the	system.	ISKI	Kagıthane	Potable	Water	
Treatment Plant consists of interrelated systems 
working and interacting in a variety of ways. Some of 
these systems operated automatically, others were 
operated manually by ISKI staff.

This type of control method had two disadvantages: 
 
• The need for different expert personnel for each 
system, and complexity on inter-system coordination.
• The absence of any energy monitoring and 
management system in the facility prevented the 
energy consumption and electrical malfunctions from 
being addressed efficiently.

ISKI	Kagıthane	Potable	Water	Treatment	Plant	can	
treat 728.000 m³ of water per day, which corresponds 

Cüneyt Çetinel

Software & Control Systems Division Manager
Kontrolmatik 

Istanbul chooses Movicon 
for water purification 
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to 25% of Istanbul’s water consumption. The plant 
was founded in 1956 and since then has come up with 
many renovation projects to meet the technological 
standards. In 2019, as part of the continuous 
redevelopment of the plant, ISKI decided to address 
Kontrolmatik for the upgrade of all the automation 
systems (adapting PLCs to the field to obtain 
automatic control of manual systems), specifically the 
renovation of the central SCADA system, which can 
manage 20 systems that are operated manually and 
5 with their own control systems. In addition, within 
the scope of the same work, the management of ISKI 
Kagıthane	had	the	necessity	to	monitor	the	process	
areas of the whole facility with CCTV system and to 
integrate all the equipment of the field with the ISKI 
central asset management system. 
The process of renovation of all automation systems 
project led by Kontrolmatik includes:  

• Design & Manufacturing PLC & MCC Panels
• Infrastructure of Network Architecture
• Construction Works for the realization of the   
    Control Room 
• Instrumentation & Piping
• CCTV & Security Systems
• SCADA implementation
• Point to point test and commissioning
• Automation and modernization work related to the 
process equipment

The system architecture
According to the specification, the SCADA system has 
been designed to support a redundant architecture, 
15 clients installed in different buildings and 5 web 
clients, that allows the remote access to the plant 
through PC, tablet, or smartphone.  
In parallel with the system architecture, Kontrolmatik 
staff realized the Movicon SCADA project, that was 
sized in accordance with the customer request and 
was composed as follows: 

• 2 Runtime SCADA licenses for two different   
     installed servers
• 2 licenses for simultaneously access of 5 Web        
    Clients for each server 
• 2 Alarm Dispatcher licenses to send notifications   
    through e-mail, sms etc. 
• 2 OPC Server licenses for data sharing with 
    external applications 
• 2 licenses for the automatic management 
    of redundancy 
• 15 Client licenses for the various devices located in  
    different areas of the plant 
• 1 editor license for the development of the 
     SCADA application.
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The core of the system is the administrative building 
where the control room is located. Here there is a 
videowall system composed of 6 monitors of 70” 
each, containing 9 Movicon clients.
In this room there are 2 Movicon servers, that works 
in redundancy mode and historize in an SQL database 
all the data coming from the building through a 
F/O connection system, and one camera server that 
records all the security videos. 

The challenge 
In this project, Kontrolmatik knew that the project 
would be carried out under some difficult conditions: 

• Modernization	of	the	Kagıthane	Treatment	Plant,	
which provides water to approximately 3 million 
consumers, ensuring service continuity and 
avoiding service outages.

• Establishment of the fiber infrastructure and 
network in the facility, which extends over a 
large area. 

• Ensuring occupational health and safety in areas of 
the plant with concentrations of ozone and chlorine. 

The results
With the control room built by Kontrolmatik, ISKI 
Kagıthane	staff	is	able	not	only	to	control	in	real-time	
all the processes  that are displayed on the video wall 
with the CCTV system, but also to constantly monitor 
and track, thanks to Movicon, all the water treatment 
processes that occur in the buildings. 
Choosing Movicon, reports of all incoming and 
outgoing sources used in the system are now generated 

automatically at the end of the day and production 
improvements can be made accordingly.
The establishment of the database system required 
for the inclusion of all equipment in the plant’s 
ISKI’s Kuvars® asset management system has 
been completed. This allows the monitoring of the 
maintenance planning, fault recording and working 
time of all devices in the plant.  
Kontrolmatik has decided to use Movicon SCADA 
by Progea as it has shown stability and reliability 
when using many different communication drivers 
simultaneously, together with a very fast and skilled 
technical support team.
The modernized facility features more than 80 PLCs 
in various machinery and process equipment such as 
filters, decanters, pump stations and energy monitoring 
points, all connected to the central Movicon SCADA 
through communication protocols such as Twincat 
ADS, Modbus, Siemens, etc. 
The information received from the field is recorded in 
the SQL database and the operator, after logging-in, is 
allowed to create reports of this information in certain 
formats at any time.
ISKI	Kagıthane	treatment	plant	and	all	its	subsystems	
are controlled through Movicon SCADA. While the 
solution continues to work without interruptions, 
Kontrolmatik’s together with Progea staff guarantees 
full support to the facility.

“We would like to thank Mr Tamer Yiğit, founder of ICC Dijital Endüstriyel 
Teknolojiler Ltd. Şti., official distributor of Progea in Turkey, for support 
us during  all the project phases and thank to Mr Federico Varotti, 
Business Development Manager of  Progea International, who visited 
İSKİ Kagıthane  Water Treatment Plan during the project implementation 
stages and supported us with his technical skills to better implement 
Movicon SCADA solution. We hope to continue to work together in 
future projects.”

Hüseyin Bilgehan Şanlı, Project Manager di Kontrolmatik 
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Bennet SpA has chosen the Movicon SCADA by 
Progea for the supervision of the lighting system 
in its superstores located throughout Italy.

INTEREL Trading Srl, founded 35 years ago, has grown 
year after year, establishing itself on the market 
through the attention to research, development, and 
innovation. The company focuses on product quality 
and, thanks to the creativity and dedication of its 
people, has always developed its business by focusing 
on successful innovations. INTEREL Trading Srl always 
remains at its customers’ side, supporting them in 
every need and through the different phases from the 
selection and study of the product, up to the support 
during the project implementation phase.
INTEREL Trading Srl concentrates its activity in three 
main areas: 

• Hospitals: dealing with customized solutions for the 
automation of hospital rooms, as well as solutions for 
common areas and different types of integration with 
others BMS systems.
• Infrastructure: dedicating to the design of 
automation and supervision systems for large 
infrastructures through the supply of dedicated 
electronic devices, optimizing plant costs and 
ensuring high standards of reliability.
• Building Automation: designing and following 
implementation of connected housing solutions, 
through the use of easily integrated mobile and 
wireless technology.

INTEREL Trading Srl and Progea have a relationship 
based on several years of cooperation. Indeed, 
since the 1990s INTEREL Trading Srl has been using 
Movicon SCADA, integrating it with the various 
electronic devices supplied, and allowing the System 
Integrator to offer its customers complete and 
technologically innovative solutions.
Bennet SpA is a dynamic company in constant growth 
and evolution. Founded by the Ratti brothers, Enzo 
and Sergio, retailers with a grocery store in the center 

of Como, it has graduallyexpanded its local presence, 
following the example of the American super-stores. 
In 1964 they took over a department store with 
supermarket, in Legnano (MI) which later became the 
first Bennet brand shop. 
Then, the expansion started in Lombardy region 
with a great concentration in the Province of Como 
with  Bennet market, hyper Bennet and Roll Market 
brands. It later continued towards Piedmont, Emilia-
Romagna, Veneto, Friuli-Venezia Giulia and Liguria.
To date, Bennet Spa has 68 hypermarkets located 
throughout Northern Italy, proving to be, for over 
50 years, a leader in the hypermarket and shopping 
malls segment. The philosophy of Bennet SpA is to 
put innovation at the heart of the business, without 
forgetting the trends and needs of the consumer.
Since the early 90s, Bennet SpA has started a 
collaboration with INTEREL Trading Srl to implement 
and maintain over time a continuous process of 
evolution of automation standards. INTEREL Trading 
Srl as System Integrator has provided and constantly 
supplies Bennet SpA with technologically advanced 
solutions in line with the required quality standards.

The implemented architecture
The system provided by Interel manages the lighting 
systems of the shopping mall. The different systems 
are installed in the various storage warehouses, in 
the commercial galleries and in the sales areas of the 
hypermarket and also in the food processing areas. 
The control and supervision system also interact 
with third-party systems, such as the anti-intrusion 
system, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) and 
refrigerated counters.
Field automation is achieved through Interel and 
Beckhoff controllers and distributed I/Os. A single 
Touch Divus PC with Movicon SCADA on board 
is installed in each shopping mall. This PC, which 
controls the field automation, acts as a local HMI 
that allows the technical staff of the hypermarket to 
control, view and command the status of the entire 
structure and select specific lighting scenarios. 

Nadia Zublasing

CEO 
Interel Trading Srl

Movicon and the 
supervision of shopping malls
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The control room, located in the Bennet headquarters 
in Montano Lucino (CO), through a VPN connectivity, 
can access the various PCs located in the various 
hypermarkets, where the Movicon SCADA is running, 
and interact in a simple and secure way, for example 
by changing sequences or operating scenarios and 
manage and monitor alarms.
Thanks to the Movicon user management, all access 
to the light management functions are regulated on 
different user levels, preventing operators who are not 
enabled or with an insufficient level of authorization 
to command, control and schedule the automation 
of lights and equipment. Movicon also provides 
hypermarket operating technicians with the ability to 
consult the system error logs and the alarm history, 
making them available directly to the headquarters. 
The overall operating status of the lighting system 
can be viewed through the HMI pages created with 
Movicon. Thanks to different types of details, the 
operator can also view, control, and command the 
status of the various control units and their operating 
modes. In the HMI pages dedicated to diagnostics 
it is possible to check the status of the lights, their 
brightness level and view the ballast diagnostics, the 
diagnostics of each individual lamp and of the entire 
DALI line. 
Through the Movicon scheduler it is possible to set 
the times and operating modes of the lights, directly 
control the switch-ons and find out the status of the 
electrical switches, uninterruptible power supplies 
and other devices that affect the lighting service.
All these data and the different operating modes are 
stored by Movicon in a central database.    The data 
storage allows to analyze retrospectively the status 
and functions set through the Movicon analysis tools 
and, in case of a fault, allows operators to trace the 
origin of any malfanction that may have occurred.
Intermod ™ devices and Movicon SCADA are directly 
connected, through the Twincat ADS protocol, to the 
various Beckhoff decentralized automation devices.
Thanks to the Movicon feature allowing import of 
the variables and tags for the Twincat protocol, the 
configuration process of the variables was immediate 
and free from writing errors.
Beckhoff PLCs through the developed Soft-PLC logic 
are an integral part of the control of the various 
actuators present in the control system.

The automation of the Bennet centers is decentralized 
over several areas and control panels, where we find:
• IB8.8 modules to manage alarm contacts and ON /   
    OFF load commands
• DALI 2.0 controlling areas managed by CX8180 ™   
    embedded PC.

In this particular application, the new DALI2 standard 
has been adopted. It not only guarantees complete 
compatibility with the pre-installed systems based on 
DALI, but has allowed INTEREL Trading Srl to integrate 
all the active sensors on the same bus, avoiding to 
wire them again separately with further increases 
in costs and times and, last but not least, also by 
interfacing with the new standard implemented. A 
further advantage brought about by the adoption of 
the DALI2 protocol was the ability to connect up to 
64 control devices and 64 actuators / ballasts on the 
same network.
The sensors installed also share information with the 
Movicon SCADA, which, according to the selected 
profile, controls the actuators / ballasts connected on 
their DALI2 line. Movicon also stores and visualizes the 
brightness levels and attendance detection within the 
hypermarket through dedicated trends and tables.

The benefits
The architecture designed and implemented in the 
various Bennett SpA shopping malls has brought 
several advantages in operation, maintenance and 
also management. The modular architecture can 
guarantee the operation of the plant even in case 
of failure or malfunction of one or more system 
units. The whole architecture is based on standard 
communication protocols that allow efficient 
communication with the devices installed even if they 
are from different manufacturers. 
In addition, using Movicon SCADA, branch staff or 
technicians from the centralized control room can 
use a single user interface to remotely monitor and 
control the various installations. Movicon offers 
not only the visualization and control part, but also 
automation logics that complete and optimize those 
of the field PLCs.
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The goals
Bennet SpA had two main objectives to pursue:

• To reduce energy consumption
• To promptly manage downtimes 
     and operating problems

To meet the set goals, the independent management 
of lights for each branch was abandoned, in favor of a 
rational and distributed automation management of 
the different lighting bodies. The Movicon SCADA is 
an integral and fundamental part of the automation 
architecture. In fact, thanks to the management by 
the Movicon SCADA of lights switch-on bound to 
fixed times and holidays, it was possible to obtain 
significant energy savings.
In addition, the implementation in Movicon of 
operating scenarios based also on the presence 
of people inside the hypermarket, has allowed 
the automatic modulation of the light intensity, 
considerably increasing the energy efficiency of 
each individual Bennet branch. With the addition of 
the “Alarm Dispatcher” module, it was possible to 
automatically send by e-mail or text message, reports 
to the personnel in charge and the detailed evaluation 
of malfunctions via digital archive. In this way any 
failure or operating problem is immediately notified 
and managed, minimizing any inconvenience.

The benefits of using Movicon
INTEREL Trading Srl proposed Progea’s SCADA to 
Bennet SpA because they were aware that it was the 
ideal solution for the customer’s needs: an intuitive 
HMI interface that can be easily integrated with the 
existing automation system. 
Since its implementation in the first Bennet shopping 
mall, Movicon offered a complete set of drivers, 
including those required by the end user. In addition, 
the graphic editor, very accurate and rich in ready-to-
use elements, has allowed the technicians of INTEREL 
Trading Srl to easily assimilate it and have complkete 
mastery of it, despite not having specific training in 
the software design field.

The achived results 
With the adoption of the new automation system 
provided by INTEREL Trading Srl, it was possible 
to increase the level of safety and comfort of the 
customers in the hypermarket. In fact, in case of a 
blackout or in emergency situations, the operation 
of the lighting system is guaranteed while preserving 
the safety of the people present inside the shopping 
mall. In addition, the automated management 
of lighting has resulted in significant electricity 
consumption saving, estimated at 18% compared to 
the previously installed system.

“Progea’s SCADA is the ideal solution for customer needs: an intuitive 
HMI interface that can be easily integrated with the existing automation 
system.”

Nadia Zublasing - CEO of Inteerel Trading Srl
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“Version 4.0 of the Movicon.NExT software enabled 
our customers to design systems that helped 
end users to perform control and supervisory 
tasks more efficiently and make operational 
improvements at their facilities,” explained Richard 
Carpenter, product manager for Emerson’s machine 
automation solutions.
“We completely revised the existing development 
environment, with significant improvements in 
terms of ease of use and performance. Collaborating 
with system designers at many of our customers, 
new functions were added that ensured the 
software is simple and intuitive to use. The launch of 
WebHMI then further extended project scalability, 
even when implementing the software on small 
Linux-based HMI devices.

Progea Tech Info 

Available a Movicon.NExT new version
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The latest big news regarding Connext is that you 
can install a project containing up to 8 tags, without 
needing an active license and without any time limit 
for free. On the other hand, if the project contains 
more than 8 tags, the current demo mode remains 
valid with a 120 minute running time allowance 
without you needing to have a license. 
With just 8 tags available, a developer can, for example, 
connect to a machine and retrieve the parameters and 
data needed to calculate the OEE, such as Machine 
Uptime / Downtime, Manual/Automatic, Downstream / 
Upstream Alarms, Machine Maintenance / Setup, Total 
Pieces / Scrapped Pieces, and other.

Allowing operators of complex plants to interact with 
the control system using onsite barcodes is very handy 
but not everyone knows how to use them to the full. 
By using the Web Client apps for mobile devices, 
Movicon.NExT allows designers to configure onsite 
interactive systems using barcodes or QR Codes. 
Movicon.NExT can automatically generate QR Codes to 
apply onsite to allow operators to display the desired 
screen page directly.  It is also possible to read QR Code 
string and pass it from the onsite mobile device to the 
plant supervisor, in a Tag. Please refer to the manual to 
discover how the Movicon technology helps complex 
plant management.

Connext, free project until 8 tag

Using barcodes with Web Client Mobile devices

The long-awaited release of Movicon.NExT 4.1 is 
expected in June 2021.  It will be the first major 
release of the SCADA software since Progea joined the 
Emerson Group. This new version of Movicon.NExT 
aims to reach even higher levels in terms of flexibility, 
scalability and openness and offers users the possibility 
to develop projects with the best technology available 
in software platforms for industrial automation.  The 
new features of this product will be revealed in the 
coming months. 

Movicon.NExT 4.1 is coming in June
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Progea News 

In anticipation of the latest Covid-19 developments, 
Progea has decided to participate at the main event 
organized by Messe Frankfurt. If the fair gets the go 
ahead, Progea will finally get the chance to present the 
technological novelties with the brand new version 4.1 
of Movicon.NExT and the new Movicon WebHMI, as 
well as the rest of its ecosystem of flexible and modular 
products, to the Italian and International public at the 
SPS trade fair in Parma scheduled to take place from 
6th to 8th July.   

Emerson kicked off with the European Mobile 
Roadshow on 4th November 2021, with an interactive 
Mobile Service.  Since then, it has been travelling to 
different countries and will continue to do so in the 
forthcoming months.  The event is also available 
virtually for those who are unable to participate in 
person.  Those who are interested in participating can 
ask to visit the Mobile Service when nearby.  
This is one of the first events in which Emerson 
presents Movicon.NExT, the SCADA/HMI created and 
developed in Modena, to the public. 

The first digital edition of Hannover Messe will start 
in April, from 12 to 16. This is the most important 
European trade fair in the world of industry and 
automation. On this occasion, Emerson will present 
Movicon.NExT and its ecosystem of software solutions 
for industrial automation to its audience.

SPS Parma 2021

Emerson presents the European Mobile Roadshow

Hannover MESSE 2021
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Progea’s Live Webinar 2021 calendar is now online for 
viewing. The usual free training courses dedicated to 
the ecosystem of software solutions for automation 
offered by Progea will start in February.  
The complete calendar is available for viewing in the 
training section on our website where you can also 
subscribe directly to the Live Webinar of your choice. 

Due to restrictions caused by Covid-19, we have 
decided to organize this event virtually using live 
streaming with two two-hour sessions on Thursday 
18th February.  The Solution Providers Digital Day 
event is an important moment for us to meet with 
our System Integrators and present the Progea 
roadmap and latest news.  Above all, it represents 
a great occasion to compare ideas and opinions, 
receive feedback, share experiences and discover the 
technological innovations of upcoming products.  

Webinar 2021

Solution Provider Day 2021
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